KIET GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

NOTICE

RAGGING PREVENTION

This 1st year students are likely to join the Institute on 04 August 2014. In order to prevent any kind of ragging by senior students, the entire area of the Institute campus has been divided into small zones. Areas to be looked after by the faculty members to ensure that no ragging takes place are given below:

1. Area in and around KSOP
2. Area in front of Aryabhatt, Vivekananda, the Girls Hostels, Multi-Purpose Complex, Temple
3. Area around Tagore Hostel up to Mechanical workshop
   - By KSOP
4. Area in front of B Block
   - By Deptt of AS
5. Area infront of C and D Block
   - By Deptt of ME & CE
6. Area infront of Canteen and A Block
   - By Deptt of EC
7. Area from Central Library to Main gate
   - By Deptt of EN
8. Area from Diesel Generator Room to KSOM
   - By Deptt of CS
9. Area between TBI and E Block
   - By Deptt of IT
10. Area around A – Block
    - By Deptt of MCA
    - By Deptt of MBA
    - By Deptt. EI

Principal KSOP and all HoDs are to personally involve themselves to ensure no ragging takes place in the campus.

No excuse will be accepted on this Subject.

Addl. Director
30/7/2014
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